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Abstract. We give a spinorial set of Hamiltonian variables for General Relativity in any di-
mension greater than 2. In four dimensions, when restricted to the positive spin-bundle, these
variables reduce to the standard Ashtekar variables. In higher dimensions, the theory may be
reduced to a minimal form. By elimination of further rst-class constraints, this minimal theory
may be reduced to a spinorial version of the ADM formalism.
The Sen-Witten connection [S2, W1] plays a central role in Ashtekar’s approach to canonical
gravity [A1]. It may be viewed as the projection to a 3-dimensional hypersurface of the natural
connection on the positive spin-bundle V+ of a 4-manifold, and contains information about both
the 3-dimensional spin-connection, and the extrinsic curvature of the hypersurface. Although
the work of Sen and Ashtekar is very much tied to ideas of self-duality which are limited to 4-
dimensions, Witten’s work is largely independent of dimensions. The question we wish to address
here is whether we may use this connection to dene a Hamiltonian approach to gravity in higher
dimensions.
Consider a real spin-manifold X of dimension n  3 which carries a pseudo-Riemannian metric
g of signature (r; s). Locally, we may introduce a pseudo-orthonormal basis fAjA = 1 : : : ng for
the cotangent bundle T X in terms of which the metric is written
g = AB
A ⊗ B;
with the matrix AB taking the diagonal form
AB = diag[1 : : : 1| {z }
r
;−1    − 1| {z }
s
]:
(Generally upper case letters A;B; : : : will denote internal SO(r; s) indices whilst lower case letters
a; b; : : : will denote space-time coordinate indices. Similar conventions will be assumed for spatial
indices, when we later consider Hamiltonian decompositions.) The spin connection Γ is essentially
the Levi-Civita connection on the (pseudo)-orthonormal frame bundle and is uniquely determined
by the conditions that it annihilates the metric, and the torsion-free condition that the frame  is
covariantly closed
rg = 0; dΓ = 0:
The Cliord algebra [LM] generated by T X is generated by the skew-symmetrised product of
the γ-matrices γA which obey the relation
γAγB + γBγA = −2ABId:
The Cliord algebra over T X is canonically isomorphic as a vector space to the exterior algebra
X , so given any dierential form  on X , we may consider the corresponding section of the
Cliord algebra bundle, denoted (). In particular, we may dene γA = (A). These matrices
are viewed as sections of the bundle EndV of endomorphisms of the spin-bundle V. Dening the
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, then the natural covariant
derivative of a spinor eld  is dened by





 d + A ; 8 2 Γ(V):
The curvature of the spinor connection A is dened by the relation(
[rX;rY]−r[X;Y]

 = FXY ; 8 2 Γ(V); 8X;Y 2 Γ(TX);





AB; 8X;Y 2 Γ(TX): (1)












In this equation, we have xed units such that 4GNewtonD = 1, where D = dimV is the rank
of the spin bundle, and we have dened the spacetime γ-matrices γa = γAeaA along with their
skew-symmetrised product γa1:::ap = 1
p! [γ
a1 : : : γap  even and odd permutations].
This action has been considered in the special case of dimension 4 with the connection restricted
to the positive chirality spin bundle in connection with Ashtekar variables [JS, S1]. In the spirit of
a Palatini approach, we consider the connection A and the spacetime γ-matrices to be independent





The equations of motion which follow from separate variation of the variables then tell us that the
metric g obeys the vacuum Einstein equations.
In higher dimensions, one must be more careful with the equations of motion. Variation of the






This equation, by itself, is not enough to uniquely determine the connection. Ideally, we wish this
equation of motion to uniquely x the connection A as the spinorial image of the spin-connection Γ
dened earlier. To achieve this, we must impose, by hand, the extra condition that the connection
A annihilates some extra structures which naturally occur on the spin-bundles. In any dimension
[PR], there are naturally dened bilinear forms on the spin-bundle, V, and similar structures on
the dual bundle:
 :V⊗ V! C n odd;
 :V⊗ V! C n even;
where the structures have the symmetry properties shown in Table 1 (in odd dimensions,  denotes
the one of the structures  which is non-vanishing).
In dimensions other than 2 (mod 4), the connection on V which annihilates the -forms
r = 0 n even
r = 0 n odd: (5)
and which obeys the equation of motion (4) is necessarily the spinorial image of the spin-connection.
In dimensions 2 (mod 4), these conditions do not uniquely determine the connection, the general
solution being of the form A − (Γ) =  ⊗ !, where (Γ) denotes the spinorial image of the
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Table 1. Symmetries of  in various dimensions
spin-connection, ! = γ1   γn is the volume element on the Cliord algebra, and  is any 1-form
eld. In these cases, one must impose by hand an extra condition to remove this possibility, the
simplest being
Tr (A!) = 0: (6)
Therefore, once we have imposed the conditions (5) and, in dimensions 2 (mod 4), the extra
condition (6), the connection which obeys the equation of motion (4) will be uniquely determined
as the spinorial image of the spin-connection.
The equation of motion which results from variation of the spacetime γ-matrices in the action
(2) then tells us that the metric g dened as in equation (3) is Ricci-flat.
Following the discussion of the 4-dimensional theory [JS, S1], we now consider the Hamilton-
ian version of the above theory. (For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to metrics of Riemannian
signature, although other signatures may be treated similarly.) We therefore consider a suitable
open set U  X , which is assumed to be foliated by a 1-parameter family of (n− 1)-dimensional
leaves . If we introduce a parameter t to parametrise the dierent leaves of the foliation, and
local coordinates fxiji = 1;    ; n − 1g on , then we may decompose the metric in standard
Hamiltonian form
g = 0 ⊗ 0 + IJ



















The metric g leads to an induced metric (rst fundamental form), denoted q, on T with com-
ponents qij = IJei
Iej
J with respect to the coordinates introduced above.
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In this equation, we have dened the connection γ, with curvature Fγ to be the pullback of the
connection A to the surface , and the covariant derivative DiAt = @iAt + [γi; At]. We have used
the Cliord algebra isomorphism Clevenn
= Cln−1 to dene the (n − 1)-dimensional γ matrices
ΓI  γ0I , and the spatial γ matrices Γi  ΓI eiI , with their skew-symmetrised products Γ
ij:::k,
and we have introduced a densitised version of the lapse function N by dening
N  q−1=2N;
where
q  jdet (qij) j:
In order to proceed with the Hamiltonian decomposition, we introduce momenta conjugate to
all of the dynamical variables. Since the Lagrangian is linear in time derivatives, this operation
gives us the primary constraints of the theory. Removing redundant constraints and momenta, the
only relevant primary constraints concern the denition of the momenta conjugate to the variables
(γi; eI
i):
i = i − ~i;
I i = 
I
i; (7)
where we have dened the densitised γ-matrices
~i  q1=2Γi:
The variables (At; N


















The total Hamiltonian is therefore a sum of constraints, with time evolution generated by heuristic
Poisson Brackets
[q; p] = 1: (11)
The preservation of the constraints under time evolution reduces to a problem concerning the
Poisson Brackets of the constraints. If a constraint is rst-class, then it will automatically be
preserved by the evolution, whereas if it is second-class, its preservation will place restrictions on
the Lagrange multipliers. In neither case does preservation under time evolution introduce new
constraints into the theory.
We now must consider which of the constraints are rst and second-class. We must note that
the connection A is constrained to annihilate the forms  on the spin-bundle, but that this does
not constrain it to be an element of order 2 in the Cliord algebra. In fact, it implies that the
connection is a section of 1(X) ⊗ Im(2(X) 6(X)  : : : ), where  is the embedding of the
exterior algebra in the Cliord algebra introduced earlier. Similarly, the constraints (i; 1), the
variables (γi; 
i), and the multiplier At all take values in Im(
1()2()5()6(): : : ),
where the nal two terms in this expansion are removed by hand in dimensions 2 (mod 4), as
explained above.
It turns out that the constraints of higher order in the Cliord algebra can all be removed from
the theory, along with the higher order parts of the variables (γi; 
i). The higher order part of the
constraint 1 is second class, and is conjugate to part of the higher order part of the constraints 
i.
These constraints may therefore be imposed as identities on the theory. The remaining parts of
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the constraints i then set the higher order parts of the variables (γi; 
i) to zero. These constraints
are redundant as far as the dynamics of the theory are concerned, so both the constraints are the
variables can simply be removed from the theory.
Assuming linear independence of the vector elds eI on , we decompose the remaining parts
of the variables (γi; 
i) and the constraints (1; 




























































= Dq1=2 JI 
i
j (x; y):
Therefore, for n 6= 2, we may consider the constraints ij and Ii as a maximal conjugate set
of second-class constraints to be removed from the theory. Following Dirac’s procedure, the net






This means that (Aji ; ~
i) are not quite canonically conjugate variables, but obey relations analagous
to variables (qp; p), which is to expected from the denition of the Ai
j .

















In dimension 3, or dimension 4 restricted to the positive chirality spin-bundle, the constraints
ij and ijk drop out of the theory, and the remaining constraints are rst class. The theory is
then the usual Ashtekar theory in these cases [A1, A2, W2].




constitute a maximal pair of canonically conjugate second-class constraints, which must be re-
moved from the theory. (Note that the second set of constraints here implicitly requires the use





I = @  ~eJ :
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This equation is looked on as dening the part of the connection appearing on the left hand side in
terms of the densitised vector elds appearing on the right hand side, so this part of the connection
is no longer a dynamical variable of the theory.
The remaining constraints are rst class. If we wish, we may eliminate the remaining parts
of the i constraints from the theory. Preservation of these constraints implies that remaining
parts of the spatial connection Ai
jk are identied with the components of the (twice densitised)
(n − 1)-dimensional spin-connection. These identications may be viewed as extra second-class
constraints of the theory to be eliminated along with the remaining parts of i. The eect of
carrying out this exercise is to leave a theory with variables (Ai
j; ~k) obeying the Poisson Bracket



















− Tr (A)2 + s(q)
i
:






and Aij = qikAk
j . With this metric we then construct the D the Levi-Civita connection D and





ij +N i2i +N3;
The formalism has therefore reduced to a spinorial version of the standard ADM Hamiltonian
theory. The eld Ai
j corresponds to a densitised version of the extrinsic curvature kij , and the
soldering forms ~i are a densitised spinorial version of the vector elds eI .
The Poisson Bracket relations (12) imply that all of the constraints are rst-class. Counting
degrees of freedom, we have 2(n − 1)2 variables, (Aij ; ~k), and
1
2 (n − 1)(n − 2) + (n − 1) + 1
rst-class constraints. Therefore, we have n(n− 3) Hamiltonian degrees of freedom, as expected.
Some remarks are in order:
 In even dimensions, the forms  dene isomorphisms
 : V = (V); n  0 (mod 4);
 : V = (V); n  2 (mod 4):
This means that in dimensions 0 (mod 4), we may restrict the connection A to V+ and sim-
ply demand that the connection annihilate the form +. In dimensions 2 (mod 4), however,
we require both spin-bundles in the denition of the connection, so a purely chiral approach
to the theory does not seem possible in this case.
 As in the Palatini formalism, it is this removal of the extra constraints from the theory
in higher dimensions which leads to the apparent non-polynomial nature of remaining con-
straints [A2].
 Whether it is useful to reduce the theory to ADM form by removing rst-class constraints
as we have here, or to work with the theory with more variables and rst class constraints,
seems to depend on the type of problems we wish to tackle. If we wish to impose geometrical
conditions directly on the connection or its curvature, it seems more useful to proceed without
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removing the extra constraints rst. This may also be the more useful course if one wishes
to quantise the theory.
More details will be given elsewhere.
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